Like so many things in recovery, how we do the work is as important as the work we do.

Guiding Principles., pg. 197

NJRCNA SERVICE TRACK

Who is Service Track?

Service Track is a Subcommittee of the New Jersey Regional Convention.

What is “Service Track”?

It is an NA Services focused series of workshops parallel to the regular scheduling of the New Jersey Regional Convention. Intended to present an educational experience relevant to the NA member, Service Track includes programming and material which addresses how and why we deliver NA services and content.

How it works.

Come to NJRCNA. Once you register for the convention, the Service Track Program will be included in your registration package at no additional cost. Stop by and check it out... it’s that simple!

Why?

In the hope to inspire members to be of service to NA, the NJ Region created an NA Service Forum committee to hold a service workshop in 2019. It was well attended, well presented and had highly positive exit poll results but was costly to our Region. The idea was presented that the NJ Convention committee could present similar content with hopefully similar results at a no additional cost to the Region.